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Since March 10th, 2021, the new name of Carmignac Portfolio Unconstrained Euro Fixed Income is Carmignac

Portfolio Flexible Bond.

Carmignac Portfolio Unconstrained Euro Fixed Income is an actively managed Fund aiming to capture globalCarmignac Portfolio Unconstrained Euro Fixed Income is an actively managed Fund aiming to capture global

bond market opportunities with currency risk systematically hedged. The Fund is a core allocation for investorsbond market opportunities with currency risk systematically hedged. The Fund is a core allocation for investors

and aims to recreate the role fixed income investments used to have by actively managing our bond allocation.and aims to recreate the role fixed income investments used to have by actively managing our bond allocation.

Follow us now in the heart of our portfolio construction to discover our main fixed income convictions.Follow us now in the heart of our portfolio construction to discover our main fixed income convictions.

Source: Carmignac, 11/09/2020

We use this table on a regular basis to explain the positioning of our Fund. Below you will find an explanation

of our Portfolio Managers’ main current convictions and how to find and understand these positions through

this positioning table. 



Overall modified duration level and global asset allocation:

what are the key metrics to watch?

Source: Carmignac, 11/09/2020



Portfolio constructionPortfolio construction

We have decided to take some profits on certain segments of the credit markettake some profits on certain segments of the credit market where the risk/reward

profile has deteriorated (Investment Grade corporate bonds and senior financial debt). As a result, we

have a reduced credit exposure of 45%a reduced credit exposure of 45% compared to nearly 65% in July. By reducing our risky assets, we

have also reduced our total modified duration, which remains at a high level to enable the portfolio to

withstand risk-averse movements. If we stayed close to our maximum modified duration of 8 during the

summer, we are now navigating in a range between 6.5 and 7.5.we are now navigating in a range between 6.5 and 7.5.

Table reading keysTable reading keys

As you can see in the table, on the right side, the reduced amount of IG investments and senior financialthe reduced amount of IG investments and senior financial

bondsbonds after profit taking. As a result, our level of exposure to the credit market decreased to 45% in the

bottom right (VS 65% in July). A reduction in the overall modified duration now at 683 bps compared to

nearly 800 bps in July. More details with the two graphs below, the reduction was mainly on the EURthe reduction was mainly on the EUR

yield curveyield curve (296 bps vs. more than 400 bps in July) and especially on the 7-15 years part.



Yield Curve:Yield Curve:

Favoring long positions on US real ratesFavoring long positions on US real rates

Source: Carmignac, 11/09/2020



Portfolio constructionPortfolio construction

We have a high duration on the US yield curve through notably inflation-indexed bondshigh duration on the US yield curve through notably inflation-indexed bonds, which should be

supported by an increasingly accommodating Fed and by the credibility of the US monetary institution to

achieve its inflation objectives. Note that we favor the long end of the curve as we believe that the real

yield curve, which is currently very steep, should flatten.

Table reading keysTable reading keys

Thus, we have almost 9% of US linkerswe have almost 9% of US linkers, which can be seen in the table on the top right. US linkers that

can be found in the main table in the 16% of the "linkers" category, but also in the bottom right-hand

corner in the Developed Markets part since they are “US” linkers. These US linkers also contribute to theThese US linkers also contribute to the

Fund's modified durationFund's modified duration, which is shown in both diagrams. On the left, as we are dealing with 10-year

and 30-year maturities, they provide duration in the most important maturity buckets. On the right, theythey

add duration to the US yield curveadd duration to the US yield curve (279 bps).



In European Sovereigns,In European Sovereigns,

Our preference goes toward Italy…Our preference goes toward Italy…

Source: Carmignac, 11/09/2020



Portfolio constructionPortfolio construction

In Europe, we have decided to replace our long positions on German real rates with Italian nominal ratesreplace our long positions on German real rates with Italian nominal rates.

Indeed, we believe that the ECB will favor the region’s financial stability by increasing its purchasing

volume, for example, with the objective of keeping the rates of peripheral countries at low levels.

Table reading keysTable reading keys

Our exposure to Italian debt of just over 10%Our exposure to Italian debt of just over 10% is quite visible in the table at the top right, but also in the

main table among the "Developed" category and at the bottom right in the section of DM sovereigns

(24%). These Italian sovereign bonds also contribute to the Fund's modified duration, which is shown

again in both diagrams. On the left, as we are dealing with 10-year and 20-year maturities, they providethey provide

duration in the most important maturity bucketsduration in the most important maturity buckets. On the right, they add duration to the EUR yield curvethey add duration to the EUR yield curve

(296 bps).



…But credit market remains the main performance engine…But credit market remains the main performance engine

in both High Yield and subordinated financial debtin both High Yield and subordinated financial debt

Source: Carmignac, 11/09/2020



Portfolio constructionPortfolio construction

Even reduced, we maintain a strong conviction on creditwe maintain a strong conviction on credit, with a positioning that is now more focused onmore focused on

the "high yield" names and financial subordinated bondsthe "high yield" names and financial subordinated bonds, which still offer the potential for spread

tightening as well as an interesting level of carry. It should be noted that these two segments of the credit

market are still lagging behind the other constituents of the credit market since the beginning of the year.

Table reading keysTable reading keys

Our credit exposure more concentrated on high yield investments and financial subordinated bonds is

reflected in the main table with exposures of 7% and 13% respectivelyexposures of 7% and 13% respectively but with even more granularity on

the right side. We obviously find these convictions within our overall credit exposure in the bottom right-

hand corner (45%). These credit segments also contribute to the Fund's modified durationThese credit segments also contribute to the Fund's modified duration, which is

shown in both diagrams. On the left, we see we are dealing with all maturitieswe are dealing with all maturities. On the right, they add

duration to the US, EUR and GBP yield curves.

Discover the Fund’s webpage:Discover the Fund’s webpage:

Carmignac Portfolio Unconstrained Euro Fixed Income

https://www.carmignac.ch/en_GB/funds/carmignac-portfolio-unconstrained-euro-fixed-income


Carmignac Portfolio Flexible Bond A EUR Acc

ISIN: LU0336084032

 

Main risks of the Fund

INTEREST RATE:INTEREST RATE:  Interest rate risk results in a decline in the net asset value in the event of

changes in interest rates.

CREDIT:CREDIT: Credit risk is the risk that the issuer may default.

CURRENCY:CURRENCY: Currency risk is linked to exposure to a currency other than the Fund’s valuation

currency, either through direct investment or the use of forward financial instruments.

EQUITY:EQUITY: The Fund may be affected by stock price variations, the scale of which is dependent on

external factors, stock trading volumes or market capitalization.

The Fund presents a risk of loss of capital.

Recommended
minimum
investment horizon

Lower risk Higher risk

1 3 4 5 6 72*

This document is intended for professional clients. This is an advertising document. This document may not be reproduced, in whole or in part,
without prior authorization from the management company. This document does not constitute a subscription offer, nor does it constitute investment
advice. Carmignac Portfolio refers to the sub-funds of Carmignac Portfolio SICAV, an investment company under Luxembourg law, conforming to the
UCITS Directive. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Reference to certain securities and financial instruments is for
illustrative purposes to highlight stocks that are or have been included in the portfolios of funds in the Carmignac range. This is not intended to
promote direct investment in those instruments, nor does it constitute investment advice. The Management Company is not subject to prohibition on
trading in these instruments prior to issuing any communication. The portfolios of Carmignac funds may change without previous notice. Access to
the Fund may be subject to restrictions with regard to certain persons or countries. The Fund is not registered in North America, in South America, in
Asia nor is it registered in Japan. The Funds are registered in Singapore as restricted foreign scheme (for professional clients only). The Fund has not
been registered under the US Securities Act of 1933. The Fund may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, for the benefit or on behalf of a "U.S.
person", according to the definition of the US Regulation S and/or FATCA. The Fund presents a risk of loss of capital. The risks and fees are described
in the KIID (Key Investor Information Document). Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Performances are net of fees
(excluding possible entrance fees charged by the distributor). The Fund's prospectus, KIIDs and annual reports are available at www.carmignac.com,
or upon request to the Management Company. The KIID must be made available to the subscriber prior to subscription. • In Switzerland, the Fund’s
respective prospectuses, KIIDs and annual reports are available at www.carmignac.ch, or through our representative in Switzerland, CACEIS
(Switzerland) S.A., Route de Signy 35, CH-1260 Nyon. The paying agent is CACEIS Bank, Paris, succursale de Nyon/Suisse, Route de Signy 35, 1260
Nyon. • In the United Kingdom, the Funds’ respective prospectuses, KIIDs and annual reports are available at www.carmignac.co.uk, or upon request
to the Management Company, or for the French Funds, at the offices of the Facilities Agent at BNP PARIBAS SECURITIES SERVICES, operating
through its branch in London: 55 Moorgate, London EC2R. This material was prepared by Carmignac Gestion and/or Carmignac Gestion Luxembourg
and is being distributed in the UK by Carmignac Gestion Luxembourg UK Branch (Registered in England and Wales with number FC031103, CSSF
agreement of 10/06/2013).
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